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ABSTRACT

The Spacelab mission project D1 is the
most ambitious and most important effort
in the present German STS utilization
program. Primarily intended for "microgravity research" in the fields of
material sciences and life sciences,the
D1 project serves to prove the STS
capabilities, and to develop and intro
duce cost-decreasing principles/
methods and tools in exploitation of
space by means of Shuttle and Spacelab.
Based on the needs of the user commu
nity, the payload has been defined
following the "payload element ap
proach" . Main technical problems result
from the marginal use of STS resources.
For D1 it is intented to have the total
payload integrated in Germany and to
control payload operations during the
mission in Germany as well.
Germany contributes remarkably to the
Spacelab 1 payload, and -in preparing
and supporting the D1 Mission-performes
projects like TEXUS and MAUS.
INTRODUCTION

In Germany the analysis and planning
of STS utilization started back in 1974
based on the announced STS utilization
features
- to significantly reduce the time from
experiment approval to availability
of mission results and reduce the
costs in comparison with any current
techniques,
- the applicability of commercial
avionics and military equipment
(off-the-shelf-equipment),
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-Spacelab to accommodate users's
laboratory-type equipment with
minimum costs for modification
or adaptation
-provision of maximum resources for
the user far beyond any current
launch technique,
-spacelab to have specific equipment,
devices and procedures to protect
Spacelab, Shuttle & Crew from what
ever hazards my be generated by the
experiments activities and to relieve
the user as much of the cost of space
qualifying and man-rating his equip
ment as practical.
Based on these optimistic assumptions
of the capabilities of STS, its re
quirements and contraints and the
associated costs, and by systematically
investigating the needs of the German
user community, we have developed
through 1975 a mission model showing
a sequence of dedicated German mis
sions and missions, in which Germany
was planning to participate.
In the meantime, a more realistic
understanding of STS capabilities was
gained during the development of Shuttle
and Spacelab. The fact of increase of
STS launch and operation costs, the
present mission assurance and safety
requirements is often conflicting with
low cost design and development goals.
And finally the intensified functional
dependence of payload elements and
STS-System impose additional hardware/
software effort on the user. All these
facts do force us to concentrate our
planning and preparatory activities on
our participation in the Spacelab 1
Mission and on the first and most im
portant dedicated German mission of
the mentioned mission model:the
SPACELAB MISSION D1.

THE GERMAN SPACELAB MISSION D1

Objectives
The general aim of the Mission is to
make use of the microgravity environment
in space for basic and applied research
programs. One group of experiments
concentrate on investigations in the
fields of metals, mono-crystals and
materials for electronic applications,
problems of boundary layers and of
transport phenomena, physical chemistry
and processing. The second group consist
of experiments in the field of life
sciences, i.e. medicine,biology and
botanies. Furthermore we intend to
perform experiments of the conmunication/
navigation technology.
Besides these basic scientific objec
tives we want (a) to study and test
the STS capabilities of a controlled
return of experiments, the repeated
useability of instruments, and direct
involvement of scientists on board,(b)
to increase the efficiency and economy
of space operations, and (c)investigate
how and to what extend expensive prin
ciples, concepts and procedures of
space programs can be skipped or
deleted.
Pay load Design and Integration Policies
The experience gained whilst partici
pating in the Spacelab-1 mission pre
paration and results of several studies
lead us to establish the following
policies for D1:
o limitation of mission objectives
o no excessive use of resources
o minimum technical complexity
o acceptance of technical risk, but
no safety compromise
o Payload Element Policy
The latter policy means that the
payload is to be composed of payload
elements which have minimum and
-wherever possible- standard interfaces
to Shuttle, Spacelab and other payload
elements.
Our Present knowledge forces us to
especially avoid the extensive use
of the present CDMS in its complexity,
since it suffers from two major disad
vantages: the high cost for development
and test of Experiment Computer Applica
tion Software (EGAS) and the dependence
of experiment testing from the availa
bility of CDMS hardware and software.
To reduce EGAS costs and to simplify
test procedures for the user, our

approach is to combine experiment
facilities into Payload Elements, which
can be controlled through standard CDMS
features. This implies the use of Dedi
cated Element Processors (DEP) carrying
out all tasks exceeding any of the
standard CDMS services. A Payload Ele
ment should be housed by a standard ex
periment rack in the Module or should
be a group of experiment-facilities
on a pallet/carrier either connected
with the same DEP, or with standard
EGOS requirements only. In other words,
each Payload Element is designed in a
way that
- it uses only standard EGOS elements
in the Experiment Computer,
- any further application task is to be
carried out by a DEP which communica
tes with the Experiment Computer
through the standard DEP-protocol of
EGOS and through a standard serial
RAU interface.
The DEP will be used for
- sequencing and monitoring the PEcomponents in response to commands sent
by the CDMS (Crew, ground, timeline)
- control of PE-components, and inter
nal resource management
- data acquisition, formatting and
data transfer to the CDMS, processing
PE-keyboard commands and displaying
on the PE-display, if available.
The DEP's memory will be loaded by
EGOS from the CDMS-Mass Memory Unit as
a standard service.
As a great advantage of such Payload
Element approach, the payload element
testing is less dependent of CDMS
hardware and software availability.
This approach permits to decrease the
technical and operational complexity
of the total payload and the compifexity
of the project organization as well,
because the individual payload elements
can be handled and developed almost
independently from each other whitin
different authorithies.
A typical example for such a payload
element is represented by the Material
Science Double Rack (MSDR), which is
presently under development in Germany
and is to be flown on Spacelab 1 as
well as on the D1 Mission:
THE MATERIAL SCIENCE DOUBLE RACK (Fig.1)
is the pilot project of the present German
Shuttle/Spacelab-utilization program.
It is designed as a multipurpose and
multi-use laboratory for material
science and space processing experiments
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under microgravity. It accommodates 8
different experiment facilities which
all rely on Spacelab-resources via MSDRinternal-modular-supply- equipment .
This "common support equipment" consist
of
- Vacuum Supply, incl. a turbomolecular
pump using the Spacelab vent line as
a pre-vacuum source
- Gas Supply to flush facilities with
nobel gas
- Cooling System, consisting of water
cooling provisions via the Spacelab
Heat Exchanger and air cooling loop
- Power Conditioning Unit connected
to the Spacelab 28V DC Bus and pro
viding different regulated and un
regulated voltages to the MSDR faci
lities and, last but not least,
- the MSDR internal data management
system, the so-called "Central Con
sole" including a LSI- 11 Micropro
cessor.
The D1 Payload Configuration
The Spacelab configuration as appli
cable for the D-1 payload is the
Lonq Module and one Pallet. The payload composition, which has not yet
been finally approved by the program
management, consists of the following
elements (Fig.2):
- the "Material Science Double Rack",
- the "Process Chamber", a double rack
which will provide oppurtunities
for fluid mechanics experiments,
- the "MEDEA" , which is also a double
rack element similar to the MSDR
providing opportunities 'to perform
material science: experiments,
- the "Space Sled 11 , a life science
instrument for vestibular research
being developed by ESA. Its main
instrumentation, rails and seat,
is located in the center aisle of
the module,
- the "Bio/Med Double Rack" will
contain several medical and biolo
gical experiments, a part of which
will continue experimentation from
earlier space missions,
- the"Botany Element", a single rack
element completes the module payload t
- On the pallet(Fig.3),three autono
mous "MAUS" elements will contain
small automatic material science
experiments,
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-the "Material Experiment Assembly" (MEA)
of NASA-MSFC is included in the D1payload configuration and is to be
accommodated on the pallet,
-two " Exobiological Units" and two small
"Life Stack" Experiments will be hand
led as separate elements on the pallet,
too.
-finally, as a single exception from the
microgravity mission objective, a one
way navigation and automatic clock
synchronization experiment, called
"NAVEX" , will be performed on the
pallet.
Technical Problem Areas
Our on-going accommodation studies have
found main technical problem areas re
sulting from the limited STS resources
and the present deviation from one of
our D1 policies, i.e. "not to use re
sources excessively", the reason of
which is the high demand of different
payload elements for the same resources:
one significant example is the sharing
of the one Experiment Heat Exchanger
of Spacelab by three payload elements
(Fig.5).In order to decouple the oper
ation of elements without increasing
the system complexity and to avoid any
dependence from the CDMS for control pur
poses, whe have chosen a concept using
a second heat exchanger with control
functions resting in the respective
payload elements.
Another problem to be solved is the
energy and electrical power situation.
The accommodation of all experiment
requirements mainly in the area of
material sciences led to a 10 day
mission as a minimum. Due to NASA's
recent decision to provide not more
than 4 energy kits on a Spacelab mis
sion, the mission duration had to be
reduced to 7 days only and in turn
some major changes in the payload
composition had to be implemented,
e.g.exclude NASA's Fluid Experiment
System and substitute it by a life
sciences payload complement, which is
less power-demanding.
A further problem arose from a per
formance defficiency of Spacelab
EPDB f s which limit the output current
to a maximum of 60 Amps. At least two
of the material science elements have
developed a need for about 7o to 75
Amps, which forces us to generate a
non-standard interface to the main
bus by powering one element via two
EPDB outlets.

Present mass figures of our payload
configuration show that the weight
capability of STS is a marginal re
source i- too. Without further change
of our payload the cargo center of
gravity (Fig.6) could only be brought
into the required envelope by removing
the Remote Manipulator System, which
D1 would have no need for anyway.

Payload specific tests if any, will be
limited to simple checks and are still
to be defined. Especially life science
experiments will have a need for stow
age of items in the Orbiter mid deck
as late as possible before launch.
Mission Parameters
Launch date:
Requested: Oct. 83
NASA manifest: May 84
Orbit Altitude:
Nominal circular orbit,
as high as possible
(250 to 400 km)
Inclination:
57 Degrees
Attitude:
Orientation to Europe
for NAVEX contacts
Launch Time/Window:
No payload requirement
Mission Duration:
7 days
(1O days requested)
Crew size:
2 payload specialists
(payload provided)
1 mission specialist
(payload provided)
1 mission specialist
(STS provided)
Commander & Pilot
(STS provided)

Payload Integration
Based on detailled Studies which have
been performed since the Spacelab
utilization plan is under way in
Germany and taking into account the
policies and contraints of the German
government as well as from NASA for
Shuttle and Spacelab, it is intended
to perform integration and test of the
payload as far as possible in Germany.
This approach will make use of Spacelab
hardware available in Germany and the
procurement of certain Spacelab items
by the D1-project, e.g. racks for
payload elements with reflight poten
tial will be purchased. The intention
is to perform the development and inte
gration of the payload elements in
dependently from each other at different
contractor sites (Fig.7). After accept
ance testing of the individual payload
element, it will be pre-integrated
into a total payload with all Spacelab/
Shuttle interfaces simulated at the
German Spacelab integration site at
ERNQ thus performing a full System
Verification Test. The primary objective
of this is the verification of the
CDMS/DEP hardware and software inter
faces, the final verification of the
experiment computer flight tape and
the verification of the integrated
system hardware/software. This test
would also allow to verify the man/
machine interface and the completeness
of the crew training. A mission sequence
test for timeline verification and
verification of interfaces with respect
to EMC, cooling and venting provisions,
etc. is still under discussion.
After testing all elements will be
deintegrated for transportation to the
launch site at KSC to be integrated into
the STS. Our present intention is to
limit the payload activities at KSC to
a minimum. During.Experiment Integra
tion the mission peculiar harness and
the water cooling tubing will be in
stalled in/under /the floors and the
NASA element MEA will be mounted on
the pallet. During Spacelab Integration
the sled rails and the seat as well as
the vent lines have to be installed
and 'the interface tested.

Payload Operations
• '
The general approach for payload oper
ations is that the experiments and in
struments contained in the module will
have a need for high crew involvement,
whereas the pallet experiments will be
operated automatically. To perform the
on-board payload operations a crew of
four men is required, i.e. two mission
specialists and two payload specialists.
Three of them will be "mission peculiar"
i.e. these crew members will come from
Germany.
The mission and payload specific crew
training to a major extent will be per
formed in a specific facility estab
lished at DFVLR including medical sur
veillance activities.
Payload mission ground operations will
be performed from the German Space
Operation Center, a facility of DFVLR
in southern Germany, acting as a POCC _
remote to NASA-JSC.
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Project Organization

Two projects have been carried out
so far, the third flight is under
preparation and the planning for
TEXUS IV and V has been started.
Another program providing simple and
economic opportunities especially for
material science experiments to be
performed under microgravity is the
MAUS program. MAUS payloads will be
flown on STS missions and are designed
to fulfill the requirements of the
NASA Getaway Special Program. The
instrumentation of the autonomous
payloads is partially based on TEXUS
equipment and consists of the experiment
instrumentation and an associated
support module providing all necessary
resources and controls. The missions
foreseen so far are several Getaway
Special opportunities assigned to
German industry and the German authori
ties. Other mission opportunities for MADS
modules in advance of D1 are the SPAS
o1 mission of the German Space Com
pany MBB and the cooperative flight
of a NASA/German MEA/MAUS payload.

The project organization is shown in
Fig.8. Based on the payload element
policy explained above, all tasks re
lated to a payload element, i.e. the
development, operations planning,etc. ,
will be a separate responsibility
resting with a separate authority.
Preparation and evaluation of experi
ments contained in a payload element
will be part of such responsibility.
Accommodation and integration of the
total payload will be a separate pro
ject element. It is intended to per
form this task in Germany at the Ger
man Spacelab integration site at ERNO,
Bremen.
Payload operations as a whole will be
performed by DFVLR. This will include
crew selection and training, on-board
payload operations and payload mission
ground operations (POCC) .
For project management and science
management specific organizational
structures are being established.
The project management responsibility
is with DFVLR whereas the experimen
ters are organized within a scientific
management closely coping with the
project management organization.

CONCLUSION

D1 Status
After several preparatory studies on
specific aspects of the D1-Mission,
a feasibility study has been performed
in 1977 and 78. Based on the positive
results of this study phase, the
present project definiton was initi
ated early last year. During this
phase we certainly have to reconsider
the complexity of some payload ele
ments in order to gain some relaxation
from the system problems mentioned
above. This definiton phase is
scheduled to be completed until the
end of this year, when the project
implementation is to be started.
Support Programs
In order to scientifically and tech
nically prepare and support the
complex D1 mission, smaller projects
have been performed or are under
preparation:
In 1976 the TEXUS-program was initiated,
a program which by means of two soundojig
rocket flights is proving the feasibility
of a costsaving modular concept using
mostly reuseable experiment and support
equipment for material science experi
ments performed under microgravity
conditions lasting about 6 minutes.
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As pointed out earlier, the mission
D1 is a key point in the German Spacelab utilization program. In addition
to the preparation of this dedicated
mission, additional activities related
to the use of STS are going on in Ger
many. Besides the Material Science
Double Rack mentioned above, a Metric
Camera and a Microwave Remote Sensing
Instrument, which both form multiuser
facilities with a high number of
involved experimenters, are German
contributions to the Spacelab-1
payload.
Beyond these activities, there is some,
planning effort on a astrophysics mis
sion called "D4". This 2-pallet-mission
has got a preliminary flight assignment
and presumable is a payload mainly
consisting of a cooled infrared labo
ratory (GIRL), which presently is
under development. It is the intention
to complement the German payload with
scientifically correlated intrumentation from other countries.
The number and size of payloads and
missions actually under planning in
Germany is obviously much smaller than
in the beginning of our Spacelab
utilization activities.
The main reason for this decrease is
that the space budget in Germany has
a defined and almost constant ceiling,
whereas the direct and indirect cost

of the use of Shuttle and Spacelab
are much higher than assumed in the
beginning. Especially the indirect
costs have been underestimated in
Germany, based on assumptions of
"ship and shoot" , of on-board useability
of existing "off-the-shelf" or even
laboratory-type equipment, of ininimum
mission assurance effort, etc. Although
the Spacelab utilization activities in
Germany still have a sufficient viabi
lity to overcome the difficult period
of the introduction of Shuttle and
Spacelab. We are fully aware of the fact
that D1 technically, organizationally
and financially is extremely ambitious
and we feel that maximum use of Spacelab and STS by Germany will depend on
the success of the D1 - venture.
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